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Charge
Objectives

Provide exemplary transformational strategic processes designed 
and implemented by comparable organizations
Provide exemplary measures of a successful transformation such 
as process milestones, organizational benchmarks and best 
practices
Make recommendations as to specific models, tools, and 
procedures that would be most usefully adapted by the 
Administrative Steering Committee.

Methods
Tasks

Front-end analysis: interviews with University of Minnesota 
Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) (identified by sponsor)
Preliminary  synthesis of interview data
Post-synthesis assessment of task and methodology: modified 
objective and strategy
Second round of interviews with SMEs
Synthesis of data using Affinity Diagram Method
Facilitated analysis of synthesized data
Further analysis of data using Kotter and 7S frameworks
Development of recommendations

Recommendations
Successful enterprise-wide transformation requires that we:

Put people at the center of the change effort
Clarify the vision and share a meaningful purpose to all 
stakeholders using concrete images of intended changes
Ensure that our aspiration is not larger than the capacity of our 
infrastructure by attending to staff, skills, style, and structural 
elements of transformation
Utilize and develop strategic thinkers at ever level by selecting 
implementation task forces thoughtfully
Recognize leadership as a personal attribute which can be 
realized at every level of the organization 
Realize that strategies are not dualistic.  Comprehensive and 
incremental change efforts complement one another and will 
enable us to identify and prepare for future conflicts.  Innovation 
and continuous process improvement likewise complement one 
another.
Sustain momentum by embarking on a continuous review 
process based on meaningful criteria and by providing 
meaningful rewards for workgroups, change-agents and their 
successes

Leadership Lessons
Team member’s reflections on leadership as a result of 

participation in the President’s Emerging Leaders Program 
include:
During the PEL retreat we experienced how slow the change
process occurs for front-line staff when well intentioned
leaders are in a hierarchical system. This causes us to reflect,
what systems are more efficient to bring about transformation at
the U?

The PEL seminars provided us with an in-depth analysis of our
Myers-Briggs personality typology, Conflict Management Style, 
Emotional Intelligence and Intercultural Development level. 
Some of these experiences provided us with new perspectives of 
ourselves and informed our PEL team dynamics.

The PEL team allowed us to create relationships across
department and academic/U services boundaries. We learned 
more complex group dynamics through models such as 
Karpman Drama Triangle that explains the predictable roles 
group members take when one member takes on the role of 
“rescuer”.

The PEL project provided me access to senior staff members 
who are genuinely committed to transforming the University. 
Inspired by their big-picture insights and candid questions, we
came away feeling that successful organizational change relies
on just this kind of circumspection and formative dialogue.

The mentorship component of the PEL program reinforced the
belief that leadership is an ongoing learning process involving
the open exchange of knowledge and ideas.

Critical and Unique Attributes of Transformational Change 
at the 

University of Minnesota

￼

Purpose
Effective transformation is purpose-driven
Purpose needs to be meaningful to all 
University communities and constituencies
Purpose is required for more than the 
transformation launch, it must be reinforced 
through-out the transformation

Personal Leadership
Recognize, develop, and utilize strategic 
thinkers at all levels and in all areas
Engage community in transformation using  
continuous and authentic communication and 
engagement opportunities

Strategy
Comprehensive and incremental approaches to 
change
Innovative products, services and processes
Continuous improvement utilizing 
measurements
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In Honor of Our Friend and Colleague Javier

One man scorned and covered with scars still strove with his last ounce of courage to reach the unreachable stars; and the world will be better for this. 
Cervantes, Don Quixote
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